Power spectra of inspiratory nerve activity with lung inflations in cats.
To investigate the effect of lung inflations on the high-frequency synchrony (70-122 Hz) observed in the inspiratory activity of respiratory motor nerves of decerebrate cats, I applied a step increase in lung inflation pressure at fixed delays into the inspiratory phase and computed power spectra of phrenic neurograms before and during inflation. In 25 decerebrate paralyzed cats the frequency of the high spectral peak was 92.3 +/- 11.1 Hz before and 105.3 +/- 12.1 Hz during the step in inflation pressure, shifting upward by 13.0 +/- 6.0 Hz. For 8 of the 25 cats, the recurrent laryngeal and phrenic neurograms were recorded simultaneously. The high spectral peak was present during inspiration in the recurrent laryngeal power spectra and coherent with the high peak in the phrenic power spectra. In response to lung inflation, the high peak disappeared from the power spectra of the recurrent laryngeal nerve as the inspiratory activity was inhibited; a shift upward in frequency was not detectable. Comparing inspiratory times (TI, based on the phrenic neurograms) for breaths with no lung inflations to those for breaths with lung inflations, I found that lung inflations early in inspiration caused a decrease in TI, lung inflations at intermediates times had no effect on TI, and lung inflations late in inspiration caused an increase in TI. Despite lung inflation decreasing, not affecting, or increasing inspiratory duration and amplitude of the phrenic neurogram, lung inflation always caused a shift upward in the high-frequency peak of the phrenic power density. The fact that lung inflation, a powerful respiratory stimulus, affected the frequency of the high peak in a consistent manner suggests that the high-frequency synchrony is an important and robust feature of the central respiratory pattern generator.